15-18 March 2018

Brno Exhibition Centre
The last four days saw halls B and C bustling with energetic trading
activity, accompanied by an entertaining and educational supporting
programme. The exhibitors came from the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Poland, and Hungary.
The child and mother products fair Prodítě solidified its position as the
most important contracting platform in the industry for the Czech and
Slovak market. The exhibitors came to Brno with a full selection of child
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It was the second time Svět ženy (Woman’s World), the sales presentation for a beautiful and happy woman took place. A wide collection of
cosmetics, fashion, healthy diet foods, and other healthy lifestyle essentials was accompanied by lectures. At any point during the exhibition,
the visitors had the opportunity to get a free haircut, hairstyle and
make-up inside the Proměna (Change) exposition. On Thursday,
the Czech Young Hairdressers and Beauticians Championship
HARMONIE took place.
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products for this season. This unique presentation was visited by buyers
from the Czech Republic and Slovakia as well as by future or new parents,
for whom the organizers prepared a special selection of goods they could
explore, try out, or even buy right on the spot. The trade fair included
a rich supporting programme for visitors of all ages.
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www.prodite.cz
www.bvv.cz/svetzeny

FINAL REPORT

ALL FOR HAPPY CHILD AND MUM

Jaroslav Makyča
Kamil Bojanovský

“

Zora Machová
CEO of the company FOR BABY,
spol. s r. o.

“

We come here every year and we try
to show our Czech customers the best the
brands that we represent have to offer. As importers and distributors, we are satisfied with
the attendance and the contracts we arranged, as almost all of our business partners
from Czech Republic and Slovakia were
present.

We returned to the trade fair in Brno three years
ago with the goal of introducing new brands of baby-carriages that we import to the Czech market. Here,
we can present them as a compact collection, which is
crucial. This year, both the traders and the end consumers really liked what we had to offer: for example, the
Lithuanian brand Tutis was a major success with its
fantastic value for money. We are pleased with
the trade fair as a whole and are glad to have
been here.

”

KENYO, spol. s r. o.

”

“

“

Martina Tregler
co-owner of the company
BeeMy

I like Woman’s World, many people come
here and they are exactly the customers that we
are aiming at with our work. We do not sell here, but
instead we present the cosmetic brand Oriflame and
offer discounts, while the customer can choose to
have our professional make-up artist take care of
her. Overall, I am pleased, new people have signed up into the Oriflame Club and we have
contacted many of those who are interested in our cosmetics.

Most people come here because of the
baby-carriages, and it shows in the demand for
our textile goods. We approach traders as well,
but primarily, we exhibit for the visitors, who
can buy our goods right here at our stand. All
things considered, we are satisfied with the
attendance.

”

Consultant of the company Oriflame

”

“

Lada Vyvialová
sFashion Designer, LADA
fashion

We are here to attract end customers
and grow our clientele, but at the same
time to contact traders dealing with pregnancy and maternity products. To us,
Woman’s World is mostly an advertising endeavor, but we have
had success in selling,
too.

”

